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Readers continue to turn to Klein's Organic Chemistry As a Second Language: Second Semester
Topics, 4th Edition because it enables them to better understand fundamental principles, solve
problems, and focus on what they need to know to succeed. The fourth edition explores the major
principles in the field and explains why they are relevant. It is written in a way that clearly shows the
patterns in organic chemistry so that readers can gain a deeper conceptual understanding of the
material. Topics are presented clearly in an accessible writing style along with numerous hands-on
problem solving exercises.
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Before I went to medical school, I was a chemist, organic, to be exact. To me, it was always
fascinating and not terribly difficult. So I always found it curious that many people had so much
trouble with organic chem. For the most part, I have to agree that it's usually taught very
poorly--sorry about that to most of you teachers/profs out there who take offense. But eventually I
realized that the reason I found it easy was that I taught myself the subject, and I did it when I was
quite young. Made a difference. A ~big~ difference.There's nothing intrinsically difficult about
organic concepts. What seems to make it difficult--or at least fails to make it clear--is that what's
obvious to the teachers isn't said explicitly since it seems to them, well, obvious. Learning the
language makes a lot of that "obviousness" intuitive.We learn languages in two ways. Before about
age 13 Ã‚Â±, we imprint it: listen to it for a while, feel totally lost, and then one day the scales fall
from our eyes (OK: ears) and we're suddenly fluent in it. After that learning window closes, it's

drudgery. So naturally when I saw Klein's book, I had to see if he, too, made the leap that I had. He
did. He presents it as a language and with any luck, it will revolutionize organic learning, even if it
doesn't improve the teaching as much as I'd like. I gave a copy to my stepdaughter. She
immediately got it.Great idea for a book, and quite good execution. If you're taking organic chem
and you're having a tough time, this may well be your salvation.

Klein is the best teacher of Organic Chemistry that there is. I don't believe that there is anything else
on the market today that will do for the new student of Organic Chemistry what this book does. To
take a science so obscure and nuanced and find an easily way to drill the students senses so that
they tune into what is important on their test problems. Klein takes you by the hand and then tells
you what your hand should be feeling. ADVICE IS TO FINISH THIS BOOK BEFORE YOU ENROLL
and keeping up with the Doctor that will be your teacher will be must easier. Both semester books
from Klein will work magic on you if you submit and let him!

These books are a godsend. Any student who wishes to be successful in organic chemistry,
regardless of the professors teaching abilities, needs to buy this book. Worth every penny.

It explained things in a very clear way. Definitely good for reading before you go to lecture or before
reading the textbook!

My daughter received an A in Organic Chem 2 with help from this book!
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